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Join the thousands of readers who have fallen in love with the Grant and Ramsay clans in

MontclairÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s medieval Scotland family saga full of romance and suspense. The journey

begins with the Clan Grant series, which brings you the stories of the five Grant siblings and four

Ramsay siblings.The Highland Clan series, set thirteen years later, tells the stories of the

descendants of both clans. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll see the children grow up and find love and adventure in

the Highlands of Scotland with the guidance of the elders from the Clan Grant series.Read what

others have said about the Clan Grant Series: customer says: A(n) absolute total family saga with

heartache, hardships and love that endures it all. You will be so taken with all the characters in this

series that on some level you will feel like you know them personally, they are that genuine.Megan

A. says: Amazing series. Every one of the books hold a special place in my heartÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ What I

also love about these stories is that it includes the characters that you fall in love with throughout the

series. RESCUED BY A HIGHLANDER is the first in The Clan Grant series. Read

more:**WARNING** Mature content- Contains references to abuse and a previous rape that may be

disturbing for some readers. Madeline MacDonald has been a victim of her stepbrotherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

cruelty ever since her parentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ death in a fire two years ago. Forced into a betrothal to a

man she hates, her only way out is to escape to a convent.Laird Alexander Grant is honor bound to

rescue Maddie after seeing the bruises on her face. What he doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t realize is that once

he holds the beaten lass in his arms, his heart will never be the same. He vows revenge for the

abuse she was forced to endure and yearns to make the sweet woman with an iron will his, but can

he help her fight the demons in her mind left behind by her abusersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ horrid treatment?This

is a stand-alone novel-no cliffhangers. It is first in a series of eight novels.THE CLAN GRANT

SERIES#1- RESCUED BY A HIGHLANDER-Alex and Maddie#2- HEALING A

HIGHLANDERÃ¢â‚¬â„¢S HEART-Brenna and Quade#3- LOVE LETTERS FROM LARGS- Brodie

and Celestina#4-JOURNEY TO THE HIGHLANDS-Robbie and Caralyn#5-HIGHLAND

SPARKS-Logan and Gwyneth#6-MY DESPERATE HIGHLANDER-Micheil and Diana#7-THE

BRIGHTEST STAR IN THE HIGHLANDS-Jennie and Aedan#8- HIGHLAND HARMONY-Avelina

and DrewTHE HIGHLAND CLANLOKI-Book OneTORRIAN-Book TwoLILY-Book ThreeJAKE-Book
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I listened to the Audible version of this book and I have to admit that I had a tough time turning it off!

Lots of action and emotion.After being tormented and tortured by her stepbrother, Madeline

McDonald is forcibly betrothed to a very cruel man who brutally rapes her. Laird Alexander Grant

gets a brief glimpse of Maddie's bruised face and is compelled to rescue her. He and his brothers,

with help from two servants, find their way into the castle and manage to pull Maddie into safety. But

that safety doesn't last long.I loved the characters Maddie and Alex, and I loved-to-hate Kenneth

and Niles. I did get a bit confused with the age of Alex's little sister, Jenny, but she seemed

adorable. Perhaps one of my favorite characters was Alice, Maddie's handmaid, who added a touch

of humor from time to time.Glad to see there was a warning for mature content before I started

reading. I was ready for it and it didn't bother me. Normally books that contain rape and violence

against women go into my trash can. But because I was prepared, the situations simply added to

the storyline and I was okay with it.It was interesting to see the author dig into the emotions and

thoughts a man would have when dealing with a woman who had been so traumatized. He wanted

her, but cared enough to take things slow... very slow... even on their wedding night.I have to admit



that when I found out the reason why Kenneth gave Maddie to Niles, I was a bit surprised. Not at all

what I expected.

Laird Alex Grant is requested in a missive to save Lady Madeline (Maddie) from her stepbrother,

Kenneth. Kenneth has been physically and mentally abusing Maddie for some time. When Alex and

his brother Brodie rescue Maddie, she is being whipped by Kenneth. Alex and Brodie take her away

to Grant lands to heal.During her time with the Grant clan, Maddie and Alex form an affection for

each other. The abuse she experienced keeps them apart. Alex is patient and gentle with Maddie,

helping her heal and trust him. Will they have a relationship in the true sense? Will Kenneth

disappear or seek revenge?This book did well the first two-thirds of the story. It moved along at a

good pace and kept my attention. The last third felt like the author was trying to tie up too many

loose ends. I appreciate her doing that. I just wish the ending wasn't so crowded. The main

characters were well developed. The secondary characters were well drawn also. It felt like one

happy family. The villains in the story helped advance the plot. The plot held tension because we

didn't know if the last villain was dead or alive. There are steamy love scenes.

This is a good highland romance story. You have the amazing male lead in a kilt (eyebrow wiggling

here). The strong and in this story remarkable strong female lead who survived all the mental and

physical abuse by her supposed step brother and rape by his best friend. Brilliant clans people

wrapped in a good romance set in Scotland. I loved how the author didn't just make all of Maddie' s

history just go away and she live happily ever after, I liked that it showed her struggles to overcome

her past torture, this added some realism to the story. Life can be ugly and messy and it takes time

to get to the beauty of life if given the chance. And in this story Maddie and Alex are given the

chance to a beautiful life once they get past all the ugly! Maddie is definitely in my top 10 strong

female leads.3.5 stars no cliffhanger, HEA ,no epilogue, no cheating.

Yes, I agree with other reviewer's sometimes the modern slang through me, but if you read a

comment the author left on one of the reviewer's page, is acknowledges that.I loved this book!!

From the very first I was drawn to our H and h. I felt such a connection to them both. What all our h

endured at the hands of her step-brother. The author wrote so vividly I could feel her pain. I am glad

our h became stronger because at first she would go willingly to her step-brother to be beaten

again. The siblings of our H added so much to the story, as did some of the other secondary

character's.There is HEA, they also had a lot to overcome to reach HEA, but the journey was worth



it. There isn't a cliiffhanger, but you will want to purchase the rest of the series in order to see how

the siblings fare. There is lovemaking, that I found very tender and mildly descriptive - not erotic

type. There is suspense, intrigue, not alot of miscommunication - which I dislike. All in all a

wonderful read.I hope the author offers this series as a bundle, so it would be more cost effective for

many.Thank-you Keira for a wonderful journey with Alex and Maddie! (ljb)
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